The California Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 (known as California Proposition 65 or “Prop 65”) obliges companies who make or sell products in the State of California to abide by the following:

- To provide a clear and reasonable warning before knowingly and intentionally exposing anyone to chemicals that are known to the State to cause cancer or birth defects or other reproductive harm.
- To prohibit knowingly discharging or releasing a chemical on the Prop 65 List such that it is likely to, or will, enter any California drinking water source.

Prop 65 requires the State of California to maintain and update a list of chemicals known by the State to cause cancer or reproductive toxicity ("Prop 65 List").

**California Proposition 65 Declaration**

Nordic Semiconductor works with its outsourced manufacturers to investigate the compliance with regards to Prop 65. Having evaluated subcontractors’ certifications, compliance documentation, and material composition information, Nordic Semiconductor has determined to the best of its knowledge and belief that:

Certain Nordic Semiconductor products may contain one or more chemicals on the Prop 65 List. During normal product use, these chemicals are not intended to be exposed to users, nor are they intended, or expected, to be released or discharged to drinking water sources. Hence, Nordic Semiconductor products are not required to include warnings related to Prop 65. Nordic Semiconductor may not be able to provide a specific list of contained Prop 65 chemicals for its most complex products (hereunder evaluation and development kits).

If Nordic Semiconductor determines that its products carry a possibility of exposure to Prop 65 chemicals beyond Safe Harbor limits, or risk of discharge or release to drinking water sources, clear and reasonable warnings will be provided.
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